Power Mobility and Socialization in Preschool: Follow-up Case Study of a Child With Cerebral Palsy
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Purpose: Our previous study found it feasible for a preschooler with cerebral palsy (CP) to use a power mobility device in his classroom but noted a lack of typical socialization. The purpose of this follow-up study was to determine the feasibility of providing mobility and socialization training for this child. Methods: Will, a 3-year-old with CP, 1 comparison peer, 2 preschool teachers, and 2 therapists were filmed daily during a training and posttraining phase. Adult-directed training was provided in the classroom by therapists and teachers during the training phase. Mobility and socialization measures were coded from video. Outcomes: During training, Will demonstrated greater socialization but less mobility than the comparison peer. Posttraining, Will socialized less but was more mobile, though less mobile than the comparison peer. Discussion: Short-term, adult-directed power mobility and socialization training appear feasible for the preschool classroom. Important issues regarding socialization and power mobility are discussed. (Pediatr Phys Ther 2011;23:399–406)
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INTRODUCTION

Independent mobility is a causal factor in development starting in early infancy.1-4 Thus children with significant mobility impairments who cannot crawl and walk independently are at risk for additional secondary, mobility-related delays.3 The effect of immobility may, in fact, increase when children become toddlers and then preschoolers, as their peers’ mobility and the use of that mobility for socialization and learning increases rapidly. Power mobility (ie, power wheelchairs) is 1 option for independent mobility for children unable to walk. Although given the potential positive developmental outcomes of starting power mobility in infancy,6-8 most children currently receive power mobility training starting when they are 3 to 6 years of age, if not older.9 In this case report, we continue to follow a 3-year-old child, Will, who was the subject of a recent case report focused on the feasibility of using an experimental power mobility device in a preschool classroom.10 The specific focus of this follow-up report is to determine the feasibility of providing an intervention to increase the use of power mobility for his socialization in the preschool classroom.

We specifically focus in this article on mobility and socialization training in preschool, as it is during the preschool years that complex socialization emerges11 and is thus when an immobility-related social delay may become apparent. Socialization encompasses a complex set of knowledge and behaviors.12 For this article, we focus on the development of “social interaction,” which is the
reciprocal process of initiating and responding to social stimuli presented by others.\textsuperscript{13} We followed the work of Howes and Matheson\textsuperscript{14} and quantified the amount of time spent in 4 categories: peer interaction and teacher interaction, which are both referred to as “interactive” behaviors, as well as parallel play and solitary, which are referred to as “noninteractive” behaviors.

Children with mobility impairments may find the preschool classroom a particularly challenging setting to learn to fully interact with peers and teachers for several interrelated reasons. First, mobility impairments can limit a child’s ability to initiate and maintain social interactions with their highly mobile peers.\textsuperscript{5,10} Second, preschool group activities often require bouts of mobility in tight spaces such as during dramatic play or “sensory” table activities, which are difficult for children with mobility impairments with or without power mobility.\textsuperscript{15} Given the tight spaces of a preschool classroom, however, noting how a child spends the majority of his noninteracting time—in parallel play (within 3 feet of another peer) or solitary (more than 3 feet from others)—may provide more information on the extent to which the child is socially isolated. Third, children with mobility impairments may not fully use or understand nonverbal communication, thereby creating a communication barrier.\textsuperscript{3} Lastly, by preschool years, children with mobility impairments, their families, teachers, and peers may have together created a stable social system built around the child who is immobile.\textsuperscript{10} As a result, the child, his teachers, peers, and family may be accustomed to the child playing alone for extended periods. In turn, peers may learn that children who are immobile do not display typical participation and avoid, if not ostracize, them.\textsuperscript{16} Ultimately, we propose that a “snowball effect” may occur where the lack of full and active participation in the physical and social life inside and outside the classroom may result in these children being avoided by peers, or set up with activities and left by teachers, and the child may become content, at least in the short term, with a low level of participation. If a social impairment is not “caught” and adequately addressed by the end of preschool years, the child will likely progress to kindergarten and grade school where socialization is suppressed and retrained to fit the mold of the classroom, where children are rewarded for being quiet and noninteractive for large portions of indoor time. A child without the ability to socialize in first grade may mistakenly be seen as the “perfect classroom student” and it may never be recognized that this child does not possess age-typical social skills.

In a previous case report, we found it was feasible for a 3-year-old child (Will) with cerebral palsy (CP) to use our small experimental power mobility device (“UD2,” Figure 1A) in a preschool classroom and to quantify his mobility and socialization with peers and teachers.\textsuperscript{10} Although he readily used power mobility in the gym and outdoor playground, interacted with adults who approached him, and could drive throughout the classroom, we noted a striking lack of socialization with teachers and peers coupled with less use of UD2 in the classroom. That is, he had the potential to increase his mobility to interact with others within the classroom with UD2; however, he did not.

There are several potential reasons for his lack of mobility and socialization. One reason may have been that without supportive training by teachers and therapists, Will did not have the social skills in the classroom to independently interact with peers and teachers. Although intervention focused on mobility and socialization may be available clinically to children with certain pediatric diagnoses in certain early education settings, this case report is the first to attempt to construct and quantify a standardized “mobility and socialization” training protocol for a young child with CP using power mobility in the classroom. The specific purposes were (1) to determine the feasibility of providing a short-term, supportive “mobility and socialization” training to increase Will's mobility and socialization within the classroom and (2) to quantify changes in his mobility and socialization during training as compared to periods before and after training.

DESCRIPTION OF CASE

This case report describes the mobility and socialization of Will, a 3-year-old, diagnosed with spastic quadriplegic CP with an athetoid component, over a total period of 30 days. Specifically, we compare a period of 17 days (comprising a 10-day “training phase” and 7-day “posttraining phase”) to our previous case report’s 10-day “baseline phase” and 13-day “mobility phase” when Will received UD2 for the first time to drive in his classroom but no additional training. As noted in our previous case report, Will’s independent mobility is significantly limited without the use of power mobility. Although he has full passive range of motion in all limbs, he demonstrates spasticity and stiffness, and reduced isolation and control of gross movements. Will has received therapy to address his delays in sitting, reaching, and walking, as well as his
movement impairments, since he was 13 months old. His Gross Motor Function Classification System (GMFCS) level remains a III, reflecting his ability to sit independently with minimal support but his need for assistive technology to travel community distances. His GMFM-66 score at age 3 years was 40.91%, which is below average for his age and GMFCS level. When sitting in a standard power chair or UD2, Will has full head movement and control, adequate trunk control to play with toys and draw, and adequate bilateral grasp to manipulate a standard joystick. He has some difficulty isolating and controlling his fine movements, such as precise movement of individual fingers needed for grasping and manipulating objects and toys. He uses utensils with modified handles to eat independently. His toddler and preschool teachers have not noted significant limitations in Will’s cognitive or language level, including his ability to understand and produce verbal communication, but he does appear to interact less with others as compared to his peers. His ability to understand nonverbal communication has not been assessed, but it is clear that he is not able to produce appropriate nonverbal communication (body language) because of his limited active range of motion of his upper extremities. Will has no known visual or auditory acuity deficits.

Will continued to drive a standard power chair (Permobil Koala, Lebanon, Tennessee) with minimal verbal cues in the hallways, gym, and outdoor playground but did not have power mobility in his home or community. Before the training reported in this case report, Will had been using UD2 for approximately 13 days in his classroom, which was the “mobility phase” of the previous case report. Will’s parents, teachers, and the family of the comparison peer provided informed consent for participation and for use of photos as approved by the University of Delaware Institutional Review Board.

DESCRIPTION OF INTERVENTION

Will is enrolled in an Early Learning Center, an inclusive childcare center with 250 children in classrooms for infants through Kindergarten. Will’s preschool classroom consists of 10 to 15 children ages 3 to 4 years and 2 teachers. Will, the 2 classroom teachers, plus 1 child who is typically developing, which we term his “comparison peer,” were filmed each day.

Intervention Strategy

In terms of mobility training, studies training young children to drive power mobility devices have focused on general, personalized instruction of driving and obstacle avoidance versus specific training protocols. In terms of socialization training, we know of no interventions for children with mobility impairments, however, a variety exist for improving social interactions for preschoolers with social impairments, particularly for children with autism. Two common modes of delivering social intervention in the classroom are adult-directed intervention, in which an adult is the primary source of social modeling and teaching for the child, and peer-mediated intervention, for which a typical peer is trained to be the primary influence for the child with social impairments.

The decision of whether to use adult-directed or peer-mediated interventions and for which children is an area of active research. One view is that children with more severe social, cognitive, emotional, and behavioral problems may benefit from adult-directed intervention with some component of peer partner play. Considering Will’s age, his low level of social interaction with peers and teachers, and the need to determine the feasibility of intervention in the classroom over a relatively short time frame, we opted for an adult-directed training strategy that included peer participation in specific activities.

Our “mobility and socialization” training program was designed to increase Will’s participation in classroom activities via “incidental teaching”—systematic instruction that takes place in response to the natural stimulus conditions of everyday environments. In other words, the adult interventionists used naturally occurring situations such as Will sitting alone, peers playing together on an activity that Will wants to join, Will having difficulty in driving to a specific area, and so on, to stimulate learning opportunities in which the adult interventionist could teach appropriate behaviors. Our incidental teaching was composed of the following 3 general training categories:

1. Active 1-on-1 instruction (Figure 1B): An adult interventionist brings attention to desired social behaviors; coaches, models, and prompts age-appropriate social behaviors; encourages Will to drive to desired activities; and encourages Will to ask peers for assistance such as to help move obstacles out of his driving path.
2. Supplemental group guidance (Figure 1C): An adult interventionist invites Will to join others’ activities; points out and acknowledges Will’s efforts and accomplishments by watching, listening, and imitating and repeating Will’s actions and words; and comments out loud on what children are doing especially related to goals.
3. Environmental modification (Figure 1D): An adult interventionist modifies the physical environment to make it easier for Will to drive and engage in group play; provides time and opportunity in the class schedule for Will to do things independently; organizes specific activities that foster participation with others; and problem solves with Will and his peers various ways for UD2 to fit into tight spaces. Figure 1D illustrates Will interacting with his peers on his own, in part due to the environmental modification of placing toys within everyone’s reach, as well as establishing roles in a role playing game of “grocery store” such that Will is an integral part of the activity.
Procedure

Will had access to UD2, an experimental mobility device that is small enough for use in his 593 sq. ft. classroom (Figure 1A). Our previous case report documented Will's mobility and socialization for a 10-day “baseline phase” followed by a 13 day “mobility phase” when Will received UD2 to drive in his classroom but no additional training. The present case report compares Will's mobility and socialization during a 10-day “training phase” followed by a 7-day “posttraining phase” to the previous case report data. During the “training phase,” Will used UD2 for 10 days while supported by an interdisciplinary training team of a pediatric physical therapist, a pediatric occupational therapist, the head teacher of his preschool classroom, and an additional classroom teacher with experience with children with special needs. During the posttraining phase, Will used UD2 for 7 days without training, as he did during the mobility phase of the previous report.

As in our previous report, we videotaped classroom activities each morning for 2 hours during morning free play period during each of the phases. Videotaping took place for 2 hours per day, however, Will had access to UD2 in the classroom all day. We used multiple ceiling-mounted cameras within the classroom and a camcorder (Sony Hard Disk Drive DCR SR40, San Diego, California) recording through a 1-way window within the classroom's observation booth. Experimenters remained out of sight of the classroom. Of the 2 hours filmed each day during both phases, each child's 30 “most active” minutes were selected for coding according to our previously established coding protocol.10

Measures

As with our previous report, the following measures were obtained during the “training” and “posttraining” phases via coding video footage. We have included certain data from the “baseline” and “mobility” phases of the previous report for ease of comparison with the “training” and “posttraining” phases of the current report.

Mobility

Percent time Will was in UD2: The percentage of time Will was sitting in UD2 during his 30 most active minutes was determined. During this time, he may or may not have been driving.

Percent time Will drove UD2: The percentage of time Will drove UD2 during his 30 most active minutes was calculated. Although we observed in our video footage the mobility levels of the comparison child in each phase, we collected no formal mobility data for this child.

Socialization

During all phases, the following measures were obtained from video footage of both Will and the comparison child using the coding definitions of Howes and Matheson.34

- Amount of time solitary: The amount of time spent greater than 3 feet away from a peer or teacher and not engaged in verbal or physical interaction with a peer or teacher.
- Amount of time in parallel play/parallel awareness (we term “Parallel play/Aware”): The amount of time spent within 3 feet of a peer where both children are playing with similar toys but neither show awareness of each other or are aware of but not interacting with each other.
- Amount of time in teacher interaction (we term “Teacher-Peer Interaction”): The amount of time spent interacting verbally and/or physically with a teacher. If a teacher is interacting with a group of peers then this is coded as only teacher interaction and not peer interaction.
- Amount of time in peer interaction (we term “Peer-Peer Interaction”): The amount of time spent interacting verbally and/or physically with 1 or more peers.

Coding Reliability

The coding procedure was the same as used in the previous report. In brief, a primary rater coded each social category for each day for each child. The first 20% of video in each phase (approximately 2 days of video) was coded by a secondary coder. At least 90% interrater reliability was achieved between coders.

OUTCOMES

Mobility

During the “training phase,” Will did not appear to increase his mobility as compared to before training (“mobility phase”; Figure 2). He drove UD2 for about 1 to 4 minutes (on average about 10%) of his most active 30 minutes per day, although he spent 100% of that time in UD2. During the “posttraining phase,” Will drove for about 2 to 10 minutes (about 25%) of his most active 30 minutes/day, which appears to be more than during the training phase and similar to his level before training. In contrast, our observations and video footage of the other preschool children in the classroom, including the comparison child, confirmed that they were highly mobile—walking, running, jumping, falling—for the majority of their most active minutes. Thus, the difference in mobility between Will using UD2 and his peers was striking even during Will's somewhat increased mobility during the posttraining phase.

Socialization

Will did appear to increase his socialization during the “training phase” compared to the mobility and baseline phases (Figure 3). During the “training phase,” Will's total median time interacting with teachers and peers (sum of median teacher-peer interaction and median peer-peer interaction) was approximately 85% (approximately
Fig. 2. The number of minutes that Will drove the robot during the 30 most active minutes coded each day of the "mobility," "training," and "post-training" phases. The "mobility phase" data is from our previous case report.10

Fig. 3. The median number of minutes and the percentage of the 30 "most active minutes" per day that Will spent in each social measure across the baseline and mobility phases (for comparison, from previous case report: baseline is before Will received UD2, and the "mobility phase" is 13 days when Will drove UD2 with no additional training), as well as the "training" and "posttraining phases" (present case report). The baseline and mobility phases are from our previous case report.10

18 minutes per day) of his most active minutes. This was greater than his total time interacting during the “mobility phase” before training, which was approximately 55% (about 14 minutes per day). Figure 4A suggests that Will interacted more than the comparison peer for 7 of the 10 training days. In addition, both Will’s maximum and minimum times spent interacting during the “training phase” exceeded those of the comparison peer (Figure 4A). Furthermore, during the “training phase,” Will spent less time on average in parallel play and solitary and more time in teacher-peer and peer-peer interactions than the comparison peer (Figure 4B).

During the “posttraining” phase, Will appeared to decrease his socialization to approximately 30% (approximately 9 minutes per day) as compared to the “training phase” (Figure 3), thus decreasing back to interactive levels of the “baseline” phase (approximately 30%, approximately 8 minutes per day). In addition, Will interacted less than the comparison peer for 5 of the 7 posttraining days and his maximum time interacting was less than the comparison peer’s (Figure 4B). Furthermore, during the “posttraining phase,” on average Will spent more time solitary and in parallel play and less time in teacher-peer and peer-peer interactions than the comparison peer (Figure 5).

DISCUSSION

This report provides 4 main points for clinical and research consideration. First, providing adult-directed mobility and socialization training for a 3-year-old with CP in a preschool classroom appears feasible. Specifically, the intervention team successfully embedded themselves during free play hours without significant disruption of the classroom routine. Will’s increase in interaction time during the “training phase” suggests that our team effectively engaged him in more classroom interactions than he had previously experienced. Interventionists, coded as teachers, were almost constantly engaging him and his peers in activities, hence the steep increase in teacher-peer interactions, the decrease in interactions with peers with no teachers present, and of the decrease in total noninteractive time. Our adult-directed, short-term mobility, and socialization training appears to be a feasible option for future
Second, though it may seem intuitive considering the goals of this study, deliberate and perhaps even compartmentalized attention should be devoted to both socialization and mobility during training. That is, an unexpected result was that Will did not increase his driving time during the "training phase" (Figure 2). One explanation is that the training team emphasized increasing Will's socialization over his mobility. Team members may have inadvertently assumed that an increase in socialization during training would in turn increase mobility posttraining. Although power mobility increases the opportunities for children to interact, we know of no studies suggesting if or when children actually take advantage of their newfound power mobility to initiate and maintain social interactions. Another explanation is that Will did not transfer his mobility skills from one context to another in this short-time period. This lack of transfer has been noted in preschool children and may, in part, explain that although Will was a proficient, independent driver on the playground and in large indoor spaces such as the gym and hallways, he did not automatically transfer this level of mobility to the classroom. With these explanations in mind, we propose that a combination of longer training that more equally emphasizes mobility with socialization in the classroom may be required for a complete transfer of driving abilities between contexts.

Third, there appears to be a period of time when the child is learning power mobility before actually using mobility for socialization and vice versa. Until the child views the mobility device as a means to a social end, a disconnect may be apparent between moving and socializing. That is, we observed that Will's mobility and socialization did not appear to simultaneously increase or decrease. During training, Will increased his interaction time but decreased his driving time. Posttraining, Will decreased his...
interaction time but increased his driving time. These preliminary observations suggest 3 factors for clinical consideration and future study: (1) device characteristics, (2) past history with peers and adults, and (3) style of intervention. First, even at top speed UD2 drives at a slower pace than a typical preschool aged child’s walking and running speed. As a result, he may have often been left trailing his faster peers from activity to activity. Although UD2 is smaller than a commercial pediatric power chair, other characteristics such as speed need additional adjustment. Second, although a preschool classroom is a dynamic environment, previous experience results in expectations and predictability between peers and teachers. Given Will’s multiple years of immobility, his teachers and peers may need more experience with a “mobile Will” to more consistently change their physical and social interactions with him, which are likely based in part on his immobility. These interactions may have simply been too stable to be positively perturbed by any short-term changes seen during training. Whether or not past experiences were a factor in Will’s posttraining response, the literature is clear that children with disabilities experience varying degrees of social isolation because of peer “rejection” and/or the inability to keep up with physical activities typical of peers. Consequently, peers who are typically developing may have fewer positive interactions, and at times, no interactions with a peer with special needs. Research on interventions designed for children with social impairments such as those for children with autism suggest simply placing a child in an inclusive classroom is not enough. Classroom integration must be a deliberate goal to achieve significant improvement in socialization. Finally, the intense adult interaction during the training phase may have decreased the chance for Will to learn how to independently seek out and then sustain peer interactions on his own. This may, in part, explain his decrease in interaction posttraining (Figures 3-5) as has been noted in adult-directed interventions for preschoolers with autism. Adults may also have been less likely to move about as much as peers, and therefore Will’s intense interaction with teachers during training may explain the concomitant low level of mobility. Common alternatives to primarily adult-directed interventions include the use of peer-mediated interventions. To be clear, in this study, Will’s peers were not taught how to interact with him. It may be more effective in the future, however, to train certain key peers or all of the children specific strategies to better interact with Will given his physical impairments. That is, when a child is delayed in social skills, teaching other children how to initiate and sustain verbal and nonverbal interactions can be helpful, as has also been seen to be effective with certain preschool aged children with autism. In summary, an appropriate mobility device, as well as the duration and frequency of mobility and socialization training in combination with more peer-mediated activities are important features to consider in planning a treatment strategy.

Finally, comprehensive mobility and socialization training may need to start earlier than preschool. If by preschool immobility and socialization have codeveloped such that the physical and social environment surrounding a child who is immobile has become stable, then a relatively large positive perturbation from any intervention may be required. Our previous and current work suggests that starting power mobility in infancy for certain populations such as those with spina bifida and CP is feasible both with our experimental devices (Figure 6A), and modifications of commercial pediatric power chairs (Figure 6B). The idea being that if basic driving skills can be acquired by toddlerhood, the child along with peers and adults may experience mobility and socialization coemerging along a more typical time line.

In conclusion, short-term, adult-directed power mobility and socialization training appears feasible for the preschool classroom. Moreover, socialization may have increased from constant adult direction during training, but may not have remained at high levels posttraining due to a lack of practice with independent peer interactions. Considering longer duration, more peer-mediated training, earlier intervention, and device characteristics may result in more effective outcomes. All of these issues are open questions, and a future group study is needed to validate the observations of this report. These findings combined with the previous case report raise an important issue for therapists and educators working with children using power mobility: intervention that is focused on either socialization or power mobility may increase each, but may not ultimately result in the use of mobility for socialization. We suspect that immobility and atypical socialization codevelop during the first years of life, and we believe that starting power mobility earlier than age 3 years within all key environments and with all key adults and children will allow for a more typical codevelopment of mobility and socialization.
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